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"Hula is the language of the heart, therefore the heartbeat of the Hawaiian people."
King David Kalakaua
Cards and prints available from www.islandartstore.com
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Boarding For Dogs & Cats

Palace Theater To Spotlight
Honored Kupuna In Concert In May

Safe, Daily & Long Term Care
German Shepherds, Australian Shepherds
Miniature Pinscher Pups Available Now!

Call 963-6000

T

29-329 Chin Chuck Road in Hakalau
www.vomyounghaus.com

he Palace Theater is proud to present "Na Hulu Kupuna, Echoes of Our Island
Home" for two performances, Saturday, May 2 at 7pm and a Sunday Matinee on
May 3 at 2:30pm. Seven honored Kupuna from our local communities will be
sharing their own unique talents in song and music.
Each of these Kupuna is a "hidden treasure", Aunties, Uncles and Tutus who have been
singing and playing for their families and friends for years, but have never been on the professional stage.
The public is encouraged to discover the real music of Hawai`i, the kind you only hear at
a family luau or party.
Also shown will be short video clips of interviews with these Kupuna.
The performances will be a unique window into the 'ohana of Hawai`i.
Tickets are only $10 in advance, $15 for Side Reserved and $20 for
Center Reserved. All tickets will be $5 more on the Day of the Show.
Tickets are available at the Palace Theater Box Office from 10am-3pm
weekdays or by calling 934-7010

Dr. MARCEL HERNANDEZ
Dr. CONNIE HERNANDEZ
Compassionate Naturopathic Medicine On the Big Island for 12 Years

CLASSIC ISLAND CUISINE

000000

Sandwiches - Burgers - Salads
Appetizers - Desserts
Seafood - Steaks - Pastas
Beer - Wine - Spirits

OPEN 7 Days a week
11 am - 10 pm

Join Us for Sunday Brunch!

11 am to 2 pm
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PAU HANA HOURS 2-5 PM
Drink Special & Pupu Menu
Fiesta Mondays
Lobster Lovers Thursdays
Sturgeon Sundays

135 Kalanianaole Street in Hilo • 934-7663 (POND)

General Family Medicine including Overall Preventive Medicine and
Health Optimization, Women’s Health, Men’s Health, Pediatrics,
Bio-identical Hormones, Men’s Hormones, Prostate Health, Breast
Health, Cancer Counseling, Nutrition and Weight Loss, and more.
By Appointment in Honokaa: 808-775-1505
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BY Jimmy Toyama

Living In The Confluence
Of Emigration And War:
Part I
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Winds Of Emigration

T

he history of
Japanese in Hawaii is dotted
with many stories of families who experienced gut wrenching, and
sometimes eternal, separation from their loved ones
and homeland when they
made decisions to emigrate
to Hawaii. For family members who remained behind,
it sometimes meant being
grafted on to another family, especially when parents
were the emigrants. And,
for those who emigrated it
meant facing the challenges
of adaptation in the new
land and crafting new ways
of being in a distant land
separated from those who
remained back home, often
with minimal contact, if
any.
Besides the twists and
turns of separation and
adaptation, the Japanese
emigration experience in
Hawaii, as well as the U.S.
mainland, was also impacted by the conflict between Japan and America
during World War II. The
divide between countries often meant a divide between
family members back home
and those living in Hawaii.
For family members living
on either side of the ocean,
it meant living a nightmare
in the swirling confluence of
currents of emigration and
war.
Living close to each other and later joined by marriage, the Nishime and Higa
families of Yonabaru Cho
(town), Okinawa were such
families that went through

the painful struggles of separation and confrontation
with the realities of war. This
is their story.
To get a “feel” for the
Okinawan experience in
Japan and Hawaii before,
during and after the war, it
would be helpful to have a
sense of the status of Okinawans in Japan and Hawaii. Within the broad
swath of Japanese emigration to Hawaii, emigration from Okinawa, which
started later than the rest of
Japan, has a unique historical and cultural niche in the
broad emigration history of
Japanese to Hawaii.
While emigration from
Japan started from about
1885, emigration from
Okinawa did not start until Kyuzo Toyama, a young
Okinawan activist, won
approval from Okinawa’s
appointed Prefectural Governor to allow Okinawans
to emigrate in 1899. Kyuzo
Toyama was acknowledged
as the “Father of Okinawan
Emigration.” To commemorate his role, a statute of him
pointing toward Hawaii was
erected in his hometown of
Kin. A statute of him presently stands in the garden of
the Hawaii Okinawa Center in Waipio. Kyuzo’s ties
to Hawaii was so close that
his ashes was brought to Hawaii and interred at Mililani
Cemetery.
In 1900 twenty six men
arrived in Hawaii aboard the
China Maru to work in the
sugarplantations, the first
of many to follow. Up until
1899 emigration from Oki-
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Commemorative statue of Kyuzo Toyama, Father of Okinawan
Emigration
nawa was banned because Tsuru (Matayoshi) Nishime
the leaders of modernizing and Teisho and Tsuru (SesoJapan “wanted to avoid be- ko) Higa. The Nishimes bore
ing embarrassed by what and raised four sons and five
they regarded to be substan- daughters. The Higas on the
dard subjects representing other hand bore and raised
the new nation of Japan on five sons and three daughthe world’s stage.”
ters. Like many OkinawaSuch was the demeaning ns around the 1900s, the
attitude of Japan, its citizens, Nishimes and Higas had treand Japanese immigrants in mendous economic pressure
Hawaii towards Okinawans on them. To survive, emiand Okinawa, the subju- grating to a foreign country
gated kingdom of Liu Ch’iu was front and center in their
(Ryukyu), the 47th and last minds. With the emigration
prefecture to to be incorpo- ban lifted, they, like many
rated into Japan in 1879.
Okinawans, migrated to
In that context, the sto- many foreign destinations.
ry of the Nishime and Higa Hawaii had a special call.
families unfolds. At the turn
Though emigration patof the century, it was com- terns varied between famimon among Okinawan cou- lies, emigration significantly
ples to have large families. impacted the Nishimes and
This was true for Gijin and Continued on pg. 5

HAWAII’S
DIVERSE
UNIVERSE
CONNECTS
CULTURES

Native Hawaiian
Caucasian
Polynesian
Indonesian
Micronesian
Melanesian
Native American
Okinawan
Fijian
Indian
Guamian
African
Tongan
Samoan
Korean
Puerto Rican
Thai
Chinese
Japanese
Portuguese
Vietnamese
Marshallese
Pacific Islander
Latino & Filipino

ONE ISLAND
ONE PEOPLE
CELEBRATING
THE UNITY OF
OUR COMMUNITY
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BY Kumu Hula Paul K. Neves

A year of Royal
Jubilee ...
E Ho'okanaka

A

loha readers,
Welcome to
the 51st Merrie
Monarch
Hula
Festival !!!!
Special memories are
about to be made both on
stage at Kanaka'ole Stadium
and all across this special
place that many of us call
home. Our Hilo!
I want to let you know
about a very special event
that will be part of this years
festival. It will be happening
on Saturday April 11th beginning at about 10:00am.
It will take place during
the Merrie Monarch Hula
Festival Parade that winds
through downtown Hilo
beginning near the Kamehameha Statue on Bayfront.
That special event will
be the parade presence of the
Royal Order of Kamehameha 1 celebrating its 150th
Anniversary .
This political organization was founded on April
11th,1865 by His Majesty
King Kamehameha V in
honor of his grandfather Kamehameha the Great.
Authorized by the 35th
Article of the 1864 Constitution of the Kingdom of
Hawai'i the order was created by Royal Decree with the
endorsement of the King's
Privy Council of State.
The Royal Order of Kamehameha 1 was established
as an institution of the kingdom in perpetuity. Its mission was to instill patriotism
and loyalty in the Kingdom
of Hawai'i here and abroad
and to uplift the Hawaiian people (nationality not
race). One way to do this
was to honor those foreign-

ers and subjects of the kingdom who by their actions
rendered important service
to the Kingdom of Hawai'i.
As a result of its intent to
strengthen the Kingdom
of Hawai'i the Royal Order extended its diplomatic
hand to monarchs around
the world. Some members of
the Royal Order of Kamehameha I were, The Kings
of Italy, Portugal, Spain,
England, Kaiser Wilhelm of
Germany, The Tsar of Russia, The Emperor of Japan &
Siam etc.
In February of this year
at Kona, Hawai'i, the Ali'i
Nui the head and highest
chief, of the Royal Order
of Kamehameha 1 did so
proclaim April 11th, 2015
to April 11th, 2016 as " A
Year of Royal Jubilee ... E
Ho'okanaka." Ali'i Nui and
Grand Master Ali'i Nui Ali'i
Sir William F. Roback Jr.
K.G.C.K. by the authority
vested in him by the Royal
Order of Kamehameha 1
had the honor to proclaim
the first Royal Jubilee in
Hawai'i since the active days
of the monarchy.
Beginning with the
Merrie Monarch Parade on
April 11th the Royal Order
of Kamehameha 1 will move

forward to celebrate its anniversary by engaging itself
in the political, cultural, and
spiritual challenges of our
day and the future. Those
challenges affect our people
and our islands and so engagement is a forgone conclusion. Some say you can't
change history but you surely can change an ongoing
injustice! A Jubilee is a great
time to consider all that has
happened here in Hawai'i.
To its peoples, the land and
sea.
Born of the Kingdom
of Hawai'i the Royal Order of Kamehameha 1 proclaims that the Kingdom of
Hawai'i still exists.
That event took place
at Mauna Ala, Honolulu in
January 1995. The " Mauna
Ala Proclamation " was the
first time the Royal Order of
Kamehameha 1 had made
such a public statement in
over 100 years.
A brief walk back in
Hawaiian History is needed
here. The Royal Order of
Kamehameha 1 was at the
service of Kamehameha V
and every Head of State that
followed him.
King Lunalilo, King
Kalakaua
and
Queen
Lili'uokalani. In 1893 the
United States was a treaty
partner of the Kingdom of
Hawai'i. Despite the treaty,
the United States interrupted the independence of a
neutral Hawai'i by invading
the country by force.
The U.S. conspired with
pro-american traitors in the
Kingdom of Hawai'i and
forced the legitimate Sovereign Head of State, Queen
Lili'uokalani from her
throne. A Provisional Government was proclaimed under U.S. protection.
A Republic of Hawai'i
was created under U.S. protection for the purpose of
turning Hawai'i over the
United States. An attempt
to annex Hawai'i failed be-
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cause there was no Annexation Treaty to legitimize the
transaction! The Ku'e Petitions, against annexation
to the U.S. was signed by a
vast majority of the people
in 1897-98. The United
States ignored the Ku'e Petition and its own laws and
illegally took Hawai'i away
from its lawful citizens and
her independence with it.
At that time the Royal
Order of Kamehameha 1
disappeared from view, preferring to go "underground"
in the face of the illegal overthrow. Crown Prince Jonah
Kuhio Kalanianaole brought
the Royal Order of Kamehameha 1 back to form in
1902 but had to endure the
indignity of dropping any
reference to anything "Royal" and to file papers under
the Territorial government
so that the members could
legally have meetings. This
happened because it was
considered by the U.S. Occupation forces seditious for
Hawaiians (nationality not
race) to gather!
The Royal Order of Kamehameha 1 has endured
and it has struggled to live
up to its legacy. It has never
given up nor will it ever consider that as an option.
The length of the occupation of Hawai'i by a
foreign power has been 121
years. And yet these men
of native Hawaiian descent

still walk proudly in the
knowledge that all things
can change and somethings
must change. There is no
turning back the clock of
freedom.
I am a member of the
Royal Order of Kamehameha 1 for the last 26
years. My grandfather was a
member as well with Prince
Kuhio. I love my brothers of
the order because we share
a bond forged by our ancestors, a bond of brotherhood.
I am the one who suggested
that a Royal Jubilee be proclaimed. To my joy it has
been. I will walk with my
brothers in this special Merrie Monarch Parade on April
11th with pride and love for
our people, our culture and
our land! We invite you to
join us in celebrating, "A
Year of Royal Jubilee ... E
Ho'okanaka."
Mahalo nui loa & enjoy
the 51st Merrie Monarch
Hula Festival!
See you at the parade!
Ali' i Noeau Loa
Ali' i Sir Paul Kevin
Keali' ikea o Mano Neves
K.G.C.K.
Royal Order of Kamehameha 1
Moku o Mamalahoa
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Nurturing Our Taro Patches
BY Jimmy Toyama

It‘s Just My Opinion
BY Richurd Somers

Longer May Not
Be Better

I

have noticed an alarming trend lately. It is
probably not what you
thought I would write
about. Instead, it is that
the backs of people’s necks
(napes) are getting much
longer, while the fronts of
their necks are getting shorter.
So, I contacted several
health specialists: chiropractors, physiatrists, physical
therapists, orthopedic surgeons, neurosurgeons, pain
management
physicians,
anesthesiologists, and many
rheumatologists and neurologists.
Most of them, when
I explained my reason for
contacting them, told me to
“Get a life.” But, I persisted.
My rationale, I suggested to those who would listen
when I bought them a beer,
was that most people were
so hooked on their “Smart
Phones” that they were
continuously looking down
while they walked into poles
and building corners.
Okay, now is the time to
move on to something more
interesting in the Post.
Those still here should
know that while I own a
“Smart Phone” I use it only

to answer phone calls, which
I have never had, except
when I am out and Nurse
Patt wants to know why it is
taking two hours to buy and
bring back that half gallon
of Papaya Juice for which I
went to the store.
I know I should not end
a sentence with a preposition, but the aforementioned
sounds so “other planetlike!”
Finding that most spine
specialists liked beer was the
first thing I learned.
The second was that I
had probably discovered a
new Darwinian evolutionary fact that would startle
the scientific world. Of
course, that was always after
imbibing in more than a sixpack of pints.
Now don't take my observations without your own
research. I suggest getting a
lawn chair; setting it up on
any corner on any busy intersection on any of our islands, and observing people.
Soon, you will observe,
if you are observant, that
most of them have a longer
nape than that front part
which features a jugular vein
which connects the head to

$

the heart. See how scientific
I have become?
The primary problem
with longer napes than
fronts will result in people
not being able to see anything directly in front of
them until they run into it.
This will result in expletives
being uttered, then loudly
shouted, because folks are
being hurt – Often.
Most specialists who
treat neck problems rejoiced
at the added business they
would get from this problem, and were encouraging
their children to specialize
in those areas where growth
was greatest, and the money
the highest.
Those children, who
wanted a better life, however, planned to go into some
sort of trade, because there
would always be a need for
plumbers, contractors, electricians, and tile setters, and
those trades are honorable.
I see that those of you
who chose to continue reading this tripe wish you had
not done so. My guess is that
most of you wish you had
turned the page in the very
beginning, but that’s just my
opinion.

o SAVE AN AVERAGE OF
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YEN'S CAFE
Friendly &Affordable

Chinese &
Vietnamese
Lunch and Dinner

M-F 10:30 AM to 8 PM
Sat. 11:00 AM to 8 PM
235 Waianuenue Ave.
Hilo

933-2808
Dine In or Take Out
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the Merrie Monarch Festival
is not complete without a visit to

BMore
ASICALLY BOOKS
than a bookstore . . .
a gathering of things Hawaiian

www.BasicallyBooks.com
961-0144 L 160 Kamehameha l Downtown Hilo

“We open early...

Try our Breakfast Bento”
HT March 2015

Available for your home or business.

jmcknight@npcsun.com

Though the winds of
emigration scattered the
Nishime and Higa siblings
to distant places, the ties between the families became
closer through marriage.
At a very early age Teiko Higa and Ushi Nishime
were promised to each other
in marriage by their fathers,
Gigin Nishime and Teisho
Higa. That promise came to
fruition in 1916.
While Teiko was still
in Hawaii and Ushi back
home, they were married,
long distance. Soon after,
Ushi moved in with the
Higa family in Okinawa
and while Teiko continued
to live in Hawaii.
In 1917 Ushi departed
Continued on pg. 13

Affordable Catering

For a FREE consultation call Jeff McKnight
Hawaii Contractor’s License BC-33259

Continued from page 3
Higas. The Nishime family
had all its daughters emigrate. Ushi (Higa) the eldest
daughter came to Hawaii
and eventually settled in
Kahaluu. Kaman (Sakihara)
and Makoto (Minatogawa)
settled in Brazil. Kame
(Moriyama) settled in Peru.
The Nishime sons remained
in Okinawa. Gitei, the eldest, and Gishin, the number two, never left Okinawa.
And, of the twins, Gichi
died at age three, and Giko
also remained in Okinawa.
Sometime in the early
1900s Teisho Higa escorted
four sons to Hawaii and returned. The eldest,
Teikwan, stayed in Hawaii for a time but went
back to Okinawa. The second son, Teiho, stayed and
eventually made a life in
Pearl City. Likewise, the
third son, Teisho, made a
life in Hawaii, though in
Kailua. Teiko, the fourth
son, went back to Okinawa
around 1939. The youngest,
Teise, remained in Okinawa.
Of the three daughters, Kamado (Shikina) and Kame
(Tomigawa) stayed in Okinawa. The Third daughter
Kamado (Nakamatsu) emigrated to Hawaii and stayed.

Aloha & Best Wishes to
the Merrie Monarch Festival

Complete photovoltaic system includes worry-free
Maintenance at NO COST.
Low or No Credit, NO PROBLEM!

(808) 854-9950
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811 Laukapu St. at Lanikaula St.
Hilo • 935-5611
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Are You Secure?

W
MANA KAI
Paradise Post: 1.5 x 3.68 inches - horizonal

COLON HYDROTHERAPY • ENERGY WORK
BY APPOINTMENT

808-936-5122

MANAKAIHAWAII.COM

OFFICES IN HILO AND HON OKAʼA TOWN

Mana Kai Hawaii - no coupon
Insertion dates: 6 months -- see contract for
starting month
For general qestions contact:
Nedra Goedert
nedra@manakaihawaii.com
1.808.936.5122
Artwork questions contact:
Pat Klopich
1.206.938.1668

Why wait hours in the emergency
room for non-emergent care?

Walk-In Medical Care

a`au
Hilo & Ke

X-Rays
On-site!

Hilo

969-3051

Kea`au

45 Mohouli St.

966-7942

16-590 Old Volcano Hwy

M-F 8:30am-9pm
M-F 9am-5:30pm
S-S 9:30am-4pm
S 9:30am-4pm
Immediate non-emergent care for illnesses, minor wounds,
or injuries from work, sports, home and auto. Physical Exams.
X-Rays. Most Insurances Accepted. Now, Kaiser also!

Urgent Care
NOW WITH TWO EAST-SIDE LOCATIONS!

hat is security? How
do we know
if we are secure? Is security an abstract
concept? These are questions
to ponder when thinking
about our feelings of our
own safety.
I hear people discussing their finances, their jobs,
their families, their possessions and the underlying
thread that seems to flow, is
their doubt about their security.
Anxiety seems to be the
order of the day right now.
There is so much change and
upheaval in the world that
when watching television,
listening to the car radio,
reading the newspapers, we
tend to “take-on” the stories
and the situations that we are
aware of. Other countries,
people and current earth
disasters, wars and all other
unimagined and imagined
horrors come to mind.
When we fill our minds
with other people’s dramas,
no matter how real and intense they may seem, we are
not doing our own peace of
mind any favors.
Security is an inner state
of knowing. It is a state of
assurance that no matter
what is going on one can
survive and thrive. Security
is also a state of courage that
one receives when trusting
that their life is one of purpose and meaning and importance.
Every person is meant
to conceive and achieve their
dreams of happiness, joy and
abundance in whatever they
choose. This life is one of
choice and experience and
learning how our choices
bring about results and how
these results affect ourselves

BY Rev. Norma Menzies

and others.
Security is a by-product
of inner work on ourselves.
It comes in steps, somewhat
like self-confidence. The
more we rely on ourselves
and trust our inner wisdom;
we relax into our lives and
start to actually enjoy our
lives and whatever the day
brings.
If you are currently confused, don’t know what your
next step is, wonder why you
are even on the planet, you
are ripe for self introspection. You are ripe for the
wonder of discovery of who
you truly are.
No one can tell you
about you. You are the captain and the first mate of
your own life. You must
take the time to sit in contemplation and analyze
what and who you think you
are. Look at your life so far
and make a list of what you
still want to experience and
achieve. Think about the
age you will leave the planet
in the change called death.
Even if you are a young person, you will have a more
valuable experience in life if
you recognize that you only
have so many years in the
physical body.
This is such a great way
of getting at the heart of the
question of security.
Many people think that
security is all about money

and position in life. This is
hardly the truth. One can
have a fortune and that fortune can be lost in a second.
This is not the kind of security we can truly count on.
If you want to really analyze security, read the book,
“Man’s Search for Meaning”
by Victor Frankl. It will give
you insight into how a human being can survive starvation, imprisonment, personal tragedy and still with
their mind, continue to live
and regain joy and the bliss
of living.
Another great book is
“The Wisdom of Insecurity”
by Alan Watts. It will help
you to see that the moment
is the only security there is.
This moment, this second of
life, you have choice in how
you spend it and how you
think.
Life is full of steps. Each
step you take gives you more
confidence that you can take
the next step, no matter how
high it might seem. You
will come to a point when
you say to yourself, “Is this
all there is to living?” All of
the big challenges and scary
things that you had in front
of you at times in your life,
will seem like the fluttering
of a butterflies’ wings.
It will seem so distant
to your state of being in
your mind and heart. You
will realize that you came
to experience life and find
your joy. You will find that
security was never the issue.
It was all about having fun
and being a joyous spirit that
uplifts others just by your
presence.
You will be the person
that blesses those when you
enter a room and not the one
that blesses them when you
leave.
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IMAGINATION
Hearty Approval

I

love
compliments.
Who doesn’t! Dale
Carnegie, the famous
self improvement lecturer and author (not Andrew Carnegie, the steel
magnate) wrote “Be hearty
in your approbation (approval) and lavish in your praise.”
While in Hawaii my
good friend took me to a
plantation. The gardener was
cutting down some specimen bamboo that would
be thrown away. My friend
had always wanted that type
of bamboo, so I just chatted
with the gardener and asked
him for a cutting. He was so
happy to give them to us because someone loved his precious babies as much as he
did. Simply by showing interest he was complimented.
The plant is happily growing and thriving now in my
friend’s back yard.
In an auto supply house
last week a friend and I complimented a salesperson on
his knowledge about windshield wipers. We didn’t
know how to install this one
and he wanted to show us
his skills so he just offered to
do it!
There are so many talented people who never get
acknowledged. Recognize
talent, no matter how small.
Just encourage people and
they bloom.
Turn an unhappy waitress experience into a good
one by finding a sincere
way to compliment them,
over and over. Most people
don’t internalize the first
compliment. There is always
something to compliment:
service, clean uniform, competency, speed or hairstyle.
Compliments work only if
they’re sincere.
Long ago I read Carn-

BY Dolly Mae

egie’s book “How to Win
Friends and Influence People. It talked about complimenting people instead
of finding fault and how it
changes people’s behavior. I
decided to try it.
I had a cleaning company and it was too easy to
find fault. But for 30 days I
decided to use positive reinforcement and only compliment the crews, no pointing out the minor or major
imperfections. Boy was that
hard keeping my critical self
quiet. We think training
means to point out the bad.
Rethink that. ‘Be hearty in
your approval and lavish in
your praise’ and watch what
happens.
I focused on what was
done right and only that.
Without my ever pointing
out anything wrong, everything got better, happier.
Jobs got done faster, and
there was more contentment. I was stunned. And
that was only in the first 30
days. Since it only takes 21
days to change or create a
habit, it became a habit with
me and I continue this successful method wherever I
can.
“Be hearty in your approbation and lavish in your
praise”. Simple and powerful.
Life is so much nicer
when you are focused on

finding good things instead
of faults.
I often feel great compassion for security people
and police officers. Their
whole job is to see problems,
criminals, crises before and
after they happen. In fact,
they are reinforced for finding problems before they
happen. So their whole focus
becomes a series of warnings,
cautions, assuming the worst
and dealing with disasters.
I prefer the joy that
comes with changing the
unhappy clerk or waitress
to smiles and laughter. It’s
a great place to practice sincere compliments. You have
to look hard sometimes, but
there’s always something.
Carnegie’s philosophy
talked so much about seeing
things from other people’s
points of view instead of
your own as a way to achieve
your desires. One of the core
ideas in his books is that it
is possible to change other
people's behavior by changing your own behavior toward them. That is a powerful tool. Change yourself
first.
When I read about that
I saved $50,000.00 by using
the sample letter in his book
and writing a reply to a very
nasty person’s letter I’d received. I saw things from his
perspective, addressed his
needs, found things to compliment him sincerely and
ended amazingly by getting
what I wanted and saving
the money. It was a huge eye
opener.
Carnegie wrote of a
friend who walked into his
manufacturing plant. Production was low. Instead
of harassing them, he simply asked the foreman how
many widgets they made on
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this shift. Answer: three. So
he took chalk and wrote a
very large 3 on the floor at
the building entry.
The next shift came on
duty, asked what the 3 was,
got told, said smugly, we can
do better, and made four.
They took the chalk and
wrote 4 on the floor. Back
and forth friendly competition caused production
to triple in a few days with
everyone feeling good about
themselves and without negative input. OMG that was
incredible. Inspired leadership. I used that concept in
several ways, not in writing
it on a floor, but in conversation to spur people on. Figure out ways to apply these
concepts. You’ll see astounding results.
Another idea in the
book was getting a staff to
increase output by making
a list of what you wanted
done but by starting off with
such monumentally simple
tasks that they got a forward
momentum that carried
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through the whole list AND
MORE! I got so much done
in these remodel projects
and you can believe I followed up with many sincere
compliments.
I’ve never ever forgotten
what I learned. I still have
the book. Most of it is now
underlined in red.
Carnegie really knew
how to motivate people.
All of this is simply
reaching out to others in a
loving way. Compliments,
seeing from another’s perspective, allowance, non
judgment; these are all
hallmarks of compassion
and caring. Whether or
not someone is involved in
New Thought or old ways
of thinking, being kind pays
off in unexpected ways.
So go be hearty in your
approval and lavish in your
praise.
Dolly Mae is an author
and psychic in WA state.
www.dollymae.com
www.
dollymae.blogspot.com dolly@
dollymae.com
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The Merrie Monarch Festival,
Electrifying Hilo with Hula
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Welcome!
from the Ohana at Hirayama Brothers,
Electrifying Hilo for 43 Years
Welcome!

Hirayama Bros. Electric Inc.
510 Kalanikoa Street . Hilo
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Happy Nathaniel:
Halau 'O Nā Manu

I

BY Pili Nathaniel

have always been, what
my Kumu Hula calls
"a strange bird”.
I am going to use
this, my first dance in this
beautiful publication, as a
thank you. Thank you to my
Kumu to ALL my Kumu for
nurturing my weird. For accepting and highlighting my
strangeness.
Here is a little story… I
have titled it:
“Sharing Your Aloha”
"Let me tell you a story,"
my Kumu Hula said in his
uniquely melodic sing song
voice. It was one of those rare
moments (that seemed to
happen every Sunday) where
hula practice had turned to
kanikapila out on the lanai,
which turned into Aunteh
Kathy bringing over dinner,
which turned into "talk story". My Kumu always had a
story to tell and tonight was
going to be a good one.
"Come, come!" He
laughs as the rattan chair
cricks and bends under his
momona body. I sit. Of
course I sit.
"I want to tell you the
story of a strange little bird
named Aloha the Mynah
bird. Now… don't let the
name fool you. She wasn't
noisy or talkative. She was
actually a shy little bird. She
belonged to a Hula Halau
called Halau 'O Nā Manu
‘O Hawai‘i.
Every year the birds of
the world would gather in
her home town to compete.
Every year they would sing
their songs and dance their
dances. Every year a group
of the most majestic and
knowledgeable birds would
judge and crown winners.
Whosoever danced and sang
the best would be lavished
with gifts and praise.
Aloha wanted to be acknowledged. She felt plain.
She wanted to shine like
those birds on the stage

that flashed their feathers
and sang their songs. She
worked hard everyday with
her Kumu and her Halau.
She danced and sang and
learned her language and
traditions. She got over her
shyness ... but she was still a
little strange. As she became
knowledgeable in the art of
dance and song she began
to express her strangeness
in more than wearing mismatched socks… (What
bird in their right mind
would wear socks, anyway?) She would work with
her Kumu (who was also a
little strange) to change the
motions of the dance. They
would work on non-traditional ways of movement.
Years went by and her
Kumu Hula never entered
this contest. He did not believe in it. He believed that
the dance and song of his
people should be shared
with the world without
judgement.
Still... the little bird
worked hard. Her Halau
sisters and brothers saw how
she worked and followed her
lead. They studied the dance
and song of their people.
They studied the song and
dance of others as well. They
moved to the beat of the
song but made their own
song heard as well. The Halau accepted any and all. The
Halau was a brilliant rainbow of cultures and birds
from all over the world. The
song and dance of the Halau
changed. It grew. It flourished.
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The Kumu saw this
and gathered his haumana,
his students from around
the world. Feathers flew
and voices squeaked and
squawked. Quacked and
pocked. The Halau settled
in to hear their Kumu speak.
"Haumana... I have decided that we will enter the
Contest this year. You have
all worked so hard. Why
not? We will also SHARE
our song and dance with the
world."
Aloha, who was a little
older and wiser now but still
a little strange, was excited.
There was a special night at
the Contest where only the
best birds in the world got
to sing and dance. They had
the best feathers and they
were the most celebrated.
Aloha was afraid though.
Would her Kumu choose
her. She raised her eyes to
her Kumu's face and she
knew her answer.
Yes. Her years of hard
work had paid off. She
would compete. She would
SHARE.
For months the Halau
prepared. They learned and
sang the songs of their ancestors. They fluffed their
feathers and donned the costumes. They would SHARE.
They would compete with
other birds from around the
world.
The Kumu Hula and
the rest of her brothers and
sisters in the Halau spent extra time getting Aloha ready.
She would be their Po‘o
Manu. She was their Head
Bird. She would compete for
the title of Miss Best Dancer

808-885-6775

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Natural Foods • Vitamins • Bulk Items • Deli
PARKER RANCH SHOPPING CENTER
67-1185 Mamalahoa HWY. F137 • Kamuela, HI 96743

Bird in the Whole World.
The week of the Contest
arrives. It is a nationwide
celebration. Birds of all colors, shapes, sizes... beaks and
claws and all find themselves
in the midst of a flurry of
culture and pageantry.
The Contest days are
here. Feathers are flying and
beaks are raised in song and
chant. Aloha and her brothers and sisters of Halau 'O
Nā Manu ‘O Hawai‘i share
their songs and dance their
dances along with all the
other colorful Halau from
around the world. But the
night has arrived. The night
Aloha has been waiting for.
Her Kahiko is about the
Pu‘eo. Her 'Auana is about
the mynah bird.
Sassy strange little bird.
The haumana all help
to get her ready. They make
pick ‘opala and she makes
her lei. They talk about the
previous performances on
Kahiko and Auana nights...
But for Aloha... She is now
concentrating on tonight...
She performs. She
shares. She shows the work
and love that has encompassed her life. She shares
the love and work of her
brothers and sisters in the
Halau. She shares the love
and work of her Kumu and
her ancestors. Aloha shines.”
My Kumu Hula yawns
and picks up his ukulele.
He strums it, singing "Sassy
little Mynah Bird."

"Did she win?" Keaka
wonders aloud. Keaka was
a new student from another
part of the world. She was
new to hula and a little shy.
Kumu strums and
changes the song to Aloha
‘Oe. The entire Halau raises
their voices in song.
When the last notes of
their song come to a close
the Kumu smiles, “Does it
matter?”
…
What is your answer?
Does it matter?
Share with aloha,
Happy Nathaniel
…
Happy Nathaniel is the
brain-child of Pilialoha K.
Nathaniel. Pili was born at
Hilo Hospital and since then
has lived in San Francisco,
Keaau, Waihe‘e, Kahului,
Salt Lake (O‘ahu), Mililani,
New York (Harlem, L.E.S.
and Chelsea), Volcano and
Westfield, NJ. Somewhat
in that order. Pili holds her
B.A. in Liberal Studies with
a Concentration in Performing Arts from the University
of Hawaii at Hilo because she
was very liberal with her time
studying in college and spent
far too much of that same
time playing make-believe at
the Theatre. Pili writes as a
way to relate her thoughts in a
mostly productive and happily
healthy manner. For more stories and brain-smatter please
go to www.pilialohanathaniel.com.
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You Can't Stop The
Waves, But You Can
Learn How To Surf
BY Anita Stith Cawley

Healthy Aging

S

everal years ago, I
read an interview
with a 105 year-oldman who still had
a part-time job a couple of
hours a day. When asked
the secret of his longevity, he
replied, “I never smoke more
then three cigarettes a day or
drink more than two shots
of whiskey a night.” Indeed,
it does seem like some people
are indestructible, no matter what insults they allow
on their bodies. My take on
this is that longevity and life
outlook often walk hand in
hand.
If you are regular readers of this column, you may
have noticed that when it
comes to strategies for staying healthy, I consistently
say the same things in many
ways. Stress management,
preventive medicine, proper
nutrition, regular exercise,
uplifting relationships, creative life expression, positive attitude and a persistent
upward focus are among the
elements that researchers
point to as contributing to
a long life. In this installment, I’ve decided to focus
on the brain/mental/emotional aspect of aging:
1) Physical balance. Activities like dancing, yoga,
tai chi and chi gung help our
brains maintain the skills to
compensate for stairs and
shifts in the ground where
maintaining balance is needed.
2) Sole support. As we
age, our arches fall and the
fat pads on the bottom of our
feet compress. More support
is needed for comfort and
safety. Avoid cheap shoes
that provide little support.
Purchase shoes at a shop
where skilled sales personnel
can determine the type of

shoes that are best for you.
In older shoes, special lifts
(orthotics) or gel pads can
provide both comfort and
support.
3) Friends. Have negative friends who complain
all of the time and rattle on
endlessly about the state of
the world? Distance yourself
from people whose outlook
on life is consistently negative. Surround yourself with
energetic, happy, positive
people of all ages.
4) Posture. Stand and
walk like a vibrant, healthy
person. Make a conscious effort to take big strides, walk
with your heel first.
5) Exercise from the
neck up. Keeping the brain
active wards off memory loss
illnesses like Alzheimer’s
and dementia. Try word
games and recall exercises.
For example, find five purple objects during a walk in
the neighborhood and recall them when back home.
Find your inner artist. Have
you always wanted to play a
certain musical instrument?
Does dabbling in watercolors excite you?
6) Break patterns. Routines limit brain stimulation.
Introduce new foods or new
recipes for eating the same
food. Try taking different
routes to places you frequent
the most.
7) Share meals. Dine
several times a week with
other people. Sharing meals
fosters social interaction, essential for healthy brain aging.
8) Sugar. In a new
study, scientists from the
University of California-San
Francisco (UCSF) observed
that survey participants who
drank larger amounts of

sugary soda tended to have
shorter telomeres - protective DNA that caps the ends
of cell chromosomes. Short
telomeres have been linked
with tissue damage, inflammation and insulin resistance and heart disease.
9) Optimism. A 2004
study of about 1,000 men
and women found that those
who described themselves
as optimistic had a 55 percent lower risk of dying over
the course of the nine-year
study, and a 23 percent lower risk of death from heart
failure, than pessimists did.
10) Volunteer. Research
has clearly shown that people who volunteer out of a
desire to help others have
lower mortality rates than
people who volunteered for
selfish reasons or did not volunteer at all.
Finally, find ways to
bring a smile to your face.
Have fun! Enjoy! Express
gratitude often!

ALOHA HEALING
WOMEN
Grief Retreats
Reiki Retreats
Goddess Retreats
Hypnotherapy for
Abuse, Eating Issues,
Grief, Inner Child,
Past Life, Phobias and
Shamanic Journeys.
Dream Interpretation,
Reiki Master Program,
Massage, Crystal
Therapy & Clearing of
Negative Energy,
Kapoho Crystal Grotto

808–936-6067

Rev. Keala Val CHT LMT
alohahealingwomen.com

I

t may seem that yoga is simply a form of stretching,
and in fact, a lot of yoga poses do stretch the body in
various ways.
But just as surfing is more than mere exercise..
yoga is more than just stretching.....,,
You see, yoga is not just about flexibility.
Yes~ you definitely WILL become more flexible when
you do yoga, but it’s almost like a side-benefit.
Just like surfing, yoga is a way of living, a way of being.
Yoga becomes a part of you — sometimes developing slowly..
other times happening dramatically — and you learn to draw
on your yoga reserves right when you need them.....it is good
to have a big supply....as life happens~
You might find that you start to focus on your breath
during a stressful situation or you might surprise yourself by
staying calm and centered instead of being overrun by your
emotions.
You might notice that you’re sleeping better experiencing
more energy and better moods.
You might more naturally and effortlessly begin to eat
more healthfully and take better care of yourself, and feel
good about doing so.
"You can't stop the waves, but you can learn how to surf."
The saying speaks to a key yogic teaching about the mind:
While you may not be able to calm your mind into permanent and utter stillness, you can learn to relate to the endless
waves of thought in a more free and skillful way in order to
surf them with grace.skillful way in order to surf them with
grace. swami satchidananda
Yoga classes in Honokaa at The Buddhist Temple
monday 830 am
wednesday 515 pm
privates and massage by appointment 775-1614 anita
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loha no and mahalo for joining
me for another
conversation on
Long Story Short. I’m Leslie Wilcox of PBS Hawaii.
Robert Cazimero is familiar
to us in Hawaii as half of
the Brothers Cazimero, the
award-winning and highly
successful musical duo. He’s
well-known. But how well
do you know him? When
he speaks publicly, it’s almost always about an upcoming May Day concert,
new recording, new DVD,
a planned performance. Or
he’s having a fundraiser for
his all- male hula halau, Na
Kamalei. Coming up next –
we ask Robert to talk about
the person, not public events.
Part One of a delightful,
two-part conversation with
Robert Cazimero.
The Brothers Cazimero,
Robert and Roland, were
leaders in the 1970s resurgence of Hawaiian music
and culture. More than 30
years later, they continue
to record and they perform
locally, on the Mainland,
abroad. Robert is also kumu
hula of the all-male Halau
Na Kamalei.
I know you as a singer, a
performer and a kumu hula;
but where did all this start?
Well, I don’t know how
far back you want to go, but
I’ll start with being born.
Okay.
Now, our parents, Roland and my parents were
music people; they were entertainers. So we fell into
that immediately because we
were surrounded by it.
Did they perform in
Waikiki?
Actually, not so much
in Waikiki, although they
did do that. Mostly for the
military clubs and for private parties. And they played
standards; the old mainland
standards. So we learned to
play that kind of music as
well as Hawaiian music.
What’s an example of a
mainland standard?
Well you know like,
Our Love Is Here To Stay,
for example, and Please
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Leslie Wilcox Talks

with Robert Cazimero
Release Me, and stuff like
that. So we do that, besides
Kane‘ohe and Royal Hawaiian Hotel. And so it started
there. And we thought everybody else did the same
thing in all the houses that
surrounded us there in Kalihi, until you know, we found
out different. And then we
went to high school, and we
got more involved with that.
In high school I met my
kumu hula, Maiki Aiu Lake.
And as she left the class that
she had come to speak with,
which was the class we were
in, she told me; she says, You
know, someday you’re gonna
want to teach hula, and you
know, You’ll want to take
hula, she said; and I’m going
to be that teacher. And I was
like –
Did she know anything
about you?
Well, I had just played
the piano for her to sing the
song that she had come to
talk about. And so she – but
no, she just told me that.
And at the time, it didn’t
really register, the depth of
what she had said. So I said,
Okay; and then went to
lunch. You know, sort of like
today, actually.
[chuckle]
And then years later,
I found myself at her door,
of her school. So I went to
the university, I took voice
lessons when I was there. I
would fight with my teacher
every day. His name was Jerry Gordon, a really nice guy.
I kept saying to him, There
are a lot of people who sing
your style, but not enough
people who sing my style.
So I’ll do what you want in
class, and then I won’t do
what you want –
What’s your style?

I think it’s more – at the
time, I thought it was more
laid back, island, floaty. You
know, and what he wanted
was something that was a
bit more pronounced, more
exact, full of history of a
far-away land. I mean, Italy;
when you’re from Kalihi,
you don’t think so much
about Italy. You know, so ...
So it wasn’t just how you
sang, but what he wanted
you to sing about.
Yes. What he wanted
me to sing about, and how
it was presented. You know,
because when I sang Hawaiian music, it was much more
laid back and I would not
say apologetic. But I mean, it
was a step back. When I was
taking voice lessons from
him, it was definitely, you
were out there. You know.
So I was there with him for
a few years, and then I left
school because well, our careers started to take off with
the Sunday Manoa, first,
and then –
Well, now, what happened to the 60s and rock
and roll? Were you part of
that?
Of course. Yeah; yeah.
Loved the rock and roll
years. Yeah; I was definitely
there. We thought that The
Platters were cool. And Roland was a real big fan of
Jimmy Hendrix; real big.
And we got all into that. You
know, I didn’t – we didn’t
get so much into the drugs
of it, as much as we did the
music.
M-hm.
We really liked the music. And the fact that, you
know, we’re the original
Flower People, so we were
like out there.
[chuckle] People talk

freely about how you were
instrumental in that Hawaiian renaissance; the music and language, and everything that came with it.
M-hm. You know, people do speak freely about the
fact that we were there at the
start of the renaissance, and
leading the way. We had no
idea. We had no idea we were
leading the way for anybody,
or to anything. We were just
there, having a good time.
We were just so happy to
have people standing in line
out there at Chuck’s Cellar
in Waikiki, not to come for
steaks, but to listen to us
play music. You know, so we
really had no time to think
about this whole idea of the
renaissance, until maybe like
two or three years after we
had already been in it, and
someone brought it up and
said, What was it like? And
we were like, Oh well. You
know, it was very interesting, and it was fun, and –
Well, when you would
go out for gigs, did you and
Roland think about, you
know, your marketing plan,
and who your audience was
and how to tailor your music? Anything like that?
No. We were just as wild
on stage as we were, you
know, at home. We were doing what we were doing. Roland and I used to go to work
in caftans and get on stage
and change, and then on
the breaks, we’d wear these
caftans, walking around the
Royal Hawaiian Hotel.
[chuckle]
You know.
They’ d never seen anything like that before.
Well, no. I would wake
up in the morning, and cut
my bedspread, and throw it

on, and go to school at the
university. ‘Cause it was the
‘60s, and you were supposed
to wear your bedspread to
school, or something like
that. So yeah. It was never
really planned out or strategically, or any kind of game
plan, or –
But it was just who you
were. You were doing what
you were.
Yeah. And we were still
kinda deciding what we
were, and what we were doing. You know. And lots of
experimentation in so many
different facets. Lots of experimentation. So –
Did you do all kinds of
music, or did you do just Hawaiian?
Well, at the time, with
the Sunday Manoa, we kinda like felt like we should
stay in this niche of Hawaiian music, you know. But
the influences of like big
things that were happening
on the mainland became a
part of what was entwined
with the Hawaiian music.
Yeah. So ...
So Chuck’s Cellar was
your Sunday Manoa time.
Was – yeah – was the
very beginning, when we
became known. Yeah. And I
was 19 years old at the time.
Did you get all bigheaded?
No, because we were
change – you know, if you
thought – there we go again.
Just to make sure you knew
you weren’t that important,
we would change in the
parking lot. There was no
dressing room, you know,
and you still got $15 for the
whole gig. You know, so
yeah. There was no way you
could get big head. As the
career got to be better and
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better, some people would
say, You know, you folks are
getting to be so Waikiki, so
mainland. You know, you’re
forgetting where you’re coming from. Well, let me just
say, there is no way you can
ever, ever forget that you’re
from Kalihi, I don’t care
what you try to do in your
life, you know. And after a
while, it gets to the point
where it’s a time that is so
beautiful, and so worth being a part of, that you never, ever want to forget. You
know, I’m proud that I’m a
Kalihi guy.
What part of Kalihi
were you raised in?
We would say Waena.
So it’d be like Kam IV Road,
where you know, we were
there before they built that
monstrosity, the Kuhio Park
Terrace. So in the old days,
from the roof of our house,
or the back porch actually,
you could see the fireworks
at the Ala Moana Shopping
Center. You can’t anymore.
Wow; amazing.
Yeah; yeah.
And you always lived in
the same place as you were
growing up?
M-hm. And I finally
moved out, gee many, many
years later. ‘Cause our mom
had Alzheimer’s for something like 15 years. And I
had come home one day,
and she had washed all my
silk clothes in Clorox. And I
knew that it was time to go.
M-m.
So I left, and I never
looked back. [chuckle] Roland still has the house.
Both of the Brothers Cazimero, Robert and Roland,
are masters of their craft and
consummate
performers.
But you’ d never mistake one
for the other. Different lifestyles, different approaches;
but as artists and businessmen, the same respect for
each other.
I really learned how to
talk, to be comfortable in
front of a crowd through

Loyal Garner – watching her
perform. Really too, the Society of Seven, as far as flow
is concerned, in a show. And
our friend Gramps, who
was very influential, and
my kumu, Maiki; watching
them. Of course, now, there
are the other influences, like
Crosby, Stills and Nash, and
Kenny Rankin, who I would
listen to for hours. I’d play
his records, and I would
listen to his style, and try
to mimic it. And if he was
gonna hold it for these many
measures, I was gonna hold
it for that many measures,
and one more. You know.
And you always thought
you would go into music professionally?
No; because getting
back to this brother and sister thing. The brother above
me, Rodney, was the one
who we considered the voice
in the family. So it was very
difficult, after he went into
the service, for me to start
singing, and then to have to
sing in front of him. So that
was something we all had to
learn about; how to handle
things like that.
Because ...
Just the whole respect
thing; that he was the older
one. And still is. And I still
think that of all of us, he has
the most beautiful voice.
And how much does he
sing now?
Well, he’s working on a
new CD, my brother Rodney is. So I’m very excited
for it.
Well, Roland seems like
chaos.
[chuckle] He’s uh –
He’s out there.
That’s a good way of
putting it. You know, he’s really reeled himself in, within
the last maybe ten years. But
you’re right; he was out there
to the max, and over the top,
being Roland Cazimero. I
mean, he was wild and wooly and the women were everywhere and the liquor and
the drugs and the food; and

that’s making me sound like
I was a prude.
[chuckle] And he would
probably be late, and you
would be on time? Is that
how it worked?
Oh, yeah. Oh, big fights
about that; I tell you. And
it was really some difficult
times there. But he – yeah;
he had a tendency to come
to work when he was ready
to come to work. Yeah.
How about musically; I
sense there wasn’t –
Incredible.
There was not any kind
of schism about that?
You know, the thing
about Roland was that he
would come with stuff, because of his life, where it was.
It would be so far off of what
I thought was Hawaiian but
I liked it. You know. And so
he would do stuff, and I was
like, Okay, let’s put that in
and tape. Mind you, another
thing about that too is, we
had been with the Sunday
Manoa, and Peter Moon was
the leader at the time. And
Peter and Roland got along
really well. Because as much
as I was grounded in the Hawaiian thing, those two boys
were out in the world, and
they liked other music and
would bring it to the table.
After we left Peter, then I
had to listen a little bit more
to Roland, because he would
be the orchestra. I was just
gonna be the voice; he was
gonna be the orchestra. And
it worked out quite nicely,
actually.
Sure has; and still going
strong.
Still going strong. And
you know what? I can say
now that it’s much more
fun than it’s ever been. I’ve
learned to relax a lot ‘cause
you know, I was the one
on pins and needles, thinking that I had to like choke
his neck to shut up so that
I could do a show. And now
it’s just to the point where
like it really – it sounds like
such a cliché, but it’s all re-

Robert Cazimero
ally good when it’s me and
Roland. ‘Cause we’re just
having a really good time,
and it’s terrific.
Let’s talk about Roland
and you for a while.
Okay.
I mean, you’ve had this
long career with him.
Yes; very long. It’s a marriage, you know.
Long, and spectacular. And he’s your brother.
I mean, did you folks grow
up fighting with each other?
Like –
All the time.
Like most siblings do?
Yeah; yeah. We fought
all the time. But we got to
a point – and I think – you
know, we really started
playing music professionally with our parents in the
– well, I started in the latter
part of the 60s, or middle
60s. Roland was already
playing when he was eight
years old. So when we went
on our own, and by the time
we got to like 1973 or 74,
we had pretty much made
up our minds that as much
as this was show business,
we were gonna concentrate
more on the business part
of it, than the show. I mean,
the show would come along,
so we knew that pretty much
no matter what happened –
believe me, dear, a lot has
happened that we would
stick it out. I mean, it’s not
like we haven’t had fullout fights on stage, at the
Waikiki Shell on May Day.
I mean, not throwing blows,
‘cause people could see that;
but I mean throwing words

back and forth, and yeah. So
it’s been a challenge, but it’s
been great all the way.
Well, you two seem like
such different personalities.
I’m actually surprised that
you are such an enduring
and endearing duo.
I think because we embrace two different worlds
that we bring everybody in
from those different worlds
and meld them into the
Brothers Cazimero.
Well, how do the dynamics of the two of you
work?
Well, okay; here it goes.
We come from a family of
twelve kids; eight boys and
four girls. And it was understood thing as we were growing up that if our parents
were there, the oldest child
always was the one who we
would listen to. I’m older
than Roland by just one
year. So ...
Were you the oldest? No,
right?
No, no, no; I’m number
ten of the twelve, so there
are nine above me. And so
I would just tell them and
they’d have to listen.
But you could only boss
two other kids.
Yeah. Because if I said
something, and my older
brother or older sister said
something over me I would
say nothing after that –
But you could boss Roland.
I could boss Roland, and
I could boss my sister, ‘cause
she’s the twin to Roland. So
although, I wouldn’t call it –
Continued on pg.12
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Continued from pg.11
Roland would call it bossing.
[chuckle] But I wouldn’t.
You’re there in your nice
aloha shirt and long pants,
and he’s in green tights and
a sweatshirt sometimes,
crossing his legs on the stage.
Yes; yes.
It’s just – it’s so funny,
and so beautiful.
He does wear some of
those clothes. And I have
to take credit for some of it,
‘cause I did buy him a few
of those things to get him
into it at first. And as I grew
out of them he just more
and more into them. And it
causes a lot of trouble for me
in other places, I’ll tell you.
But he knows who he is,
and you know who he is, and
you understand each other.
Yeah. So there’s no problem there. You know. And
we’ll make fun of it, too.
He’ll make fun of it; and
it’s fine. I like him so much
more now, and that’s why we
get along so much better.
One year difference.
Yes; only one year. But
I always felt like I was tons
years different than he was.
Difference, as far as age.
Did you always feel like
you had to keep the duo together, because he was not
disciplined?
You know, I don’t know
that I felt that way, ‘cause I
knew – we had already decided on the business part,
so I knew that late or not or
whatever indecision, we were
still going to be together.
But it didn’t mean it didn’t
give me heartburn or heartbreak or whatever. Because I
was on pins and needles.
How much does he surprise you on stage with his
comments?
Oh, I never really know
what my brother’s gonna say;
I never do. And sometimes I
will say something that will
trigger, and I know that it’s
triggering something in my
mind, and I think to myself,
You stupid, stupid –
Don’t make eye contact,
right?
Yeah.
Don’t laugh.
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I shouldn’t have said
that; and sure enough, he
picks it up, and he goes, and
I tell you, I can’t say anything, because the people
are laughing so much, and
it’s really so good, and I’m so
pissed off.
[chuckle]
But it’s so funny.
It works.
Yeah. One time, we were
on stage at the Shell; it was
Roland, myself, and Israel
Kamakawiwo‘ole. I was between the two of them. And
they started on this thing
together, and I didn’t know
what the hell they were talking about. All I know is
that the audience was dying
outside, and I just said one
thing, Leslie; I said just one
thing, and I don’t remember what it was. Well I was
smashed down like a bug,
and I was like, Okay, I’m so
staying out of this one.
[chuckle]
Because Roland and
Israel together they were
amazing. They had a lot of
fun, and a lot of history. So –
And that’s part of the
fun of entertaining; the interactions, and you feed off
each other, right?
Yeah.
And you become better
than –
Especially when they’re
–
– the sum of the parts.
– really good, talented
people. You know. When you
don’t have to say anything or
explain anything. So it’s like
you and I talking right now.
You know, I’ll just say, Okay,
you take it, and then you say,
You take it, then we’ll both
talk together, or finish each
other’s sentences. Happens
all the time. That’s why I
said Roland and I have a relationship that is like, you
know, we’ve been married
longer than our parents were
I think.
You know how in Hawaii we tend to call people
“Uncle” or “Auntie” as a sign
of respect? Here’s a tip, Don’t
do that to Robert. You’re
about to find out why. And
Robert also explains the feel-
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ing he’s had for some time,
the one that drives him to
sing every song like it’s the
last time.
You know, in terms of
experience and achievement, although I don’t know

about in terms of age, you’re
a kupuna. Are you treated as
such?
Um some people try.
But you don’t let them?
[chuckle]
No; I don’t.

What do you –
Another thing I –
– tell them? [chuckle]
I just – actually, you
know what? I I’m very lucky
that way. No one sees me as
Continued from page 16
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MAGICAL HAWAII
HAWAIIAN STORYTELLING
awaiian storytelling was an
oral tradition,
sometimes assisted by mnenomic devices
such as objects, knots and
printed patterns. It was both
a folk art and a high art, depending on who was telling
the story, what the purpose
was, and when it was being
told.
There were two broadly-defined types of stories.
Mo’olelo referred to a story
that was more or less historical and more or less about
real people. “More or less
historical” means that the
Hawaiians of old were not
very strict about linear historical accuracy. This was
partly because the Hawaiian language does not include the past tense, partly
because they did not name
the years, and partly because
the people did not celebrate
the anniversaries of any past
events at all, except the first
birthday of the first born.
This also means that is it not
possible to determine with

any accuracy whatsoever any
date whatsover before the
arrival of Captain Cook in
1778.
“More or less real people” means that all we know
about the famous heroes and
chiefs of old is what the storytellers and the keepers of
family traditions have told
us. There is also some confusion about some of the gods
and goddesses as to whether
they were deified humans or
not. Pele, the volcano goddess, for instance, is claimed
by some Hawaiians to be a
human ancestor and by others to be the spirit of the vol-

cano in the form of molten
lava (pele is the Hawaiian
word for molten lava).
The second type of story
was called ka’ao, apparently
close to what we would call
romantic, supernatural or
magical fiction. The Hawaiians were extremely creative
in this type of storytelling.
Many of these were fanciful
ways of explaining how certain things in their current
world came to be. The stories
of Maui, with his various
epithets of Hero, Magician,
Trickster, Demi-god and,
more recently, “The Hawaiian Superman,” probably fit
into this category, as do the
stories of various islets being
the bones of defeated dragons and other monsters.
The storytellers had
what might be called a stock
set of themes that they could
wrap many different stories
around. Just one of these was
a tale in which a chief traveling incognito would stop
somewhre and have an affair
with a local woman and leave

certain tokens for the woman to give the child when he
grew up. Invariably a male,
the grown child would seek
out the chief, present the tokens, and become heir to the
chiefdom. Not without a lot
of adventures first, of course.
Another common practice was to repeat the same
story with different characters and different locations,
presumably to suit the place
where the story was being
told. The birthplace of Maui
the hero can be shown on
all the major islands, for
instance. Curiously, a great
many stories are located on
Kauai, involve one or more
characters from Kauai, or
use Kauai as the final destination for main characters.

Finally, for this brief
look, stories of both kinds
were often used to pass
on and maintain cultural
knowledge. So a story about
a canoe might include everything about the making
of that canoe, and a story
about fishing might also be
filled with valuable details of
the fisherman’s craft.
The tales told by an ancient makou, the name for
both the court storyteller
and the torch that lit his allnight telling, could be very
long. In contrast, most of the
retelling of these stories today are, like this article very,
very short.
For more writings by
Serge Kahili King visit www.
huna.org.

Nurturing Our Taro Patches
BY Jimmy Toyama

Continued from page 5
for Hawaii to be with her
husband Teiko. In a span
of 22 years Teiko and Ushi
bore three boys and six girls.
In 1939 Teiko, for health
reasons, returned to Okinawa leaving behind Ushi and
the nine children.
He died two years later.
Ushi, heavily burdened,took
steps to keep the family in-

tact under extreme challenges. The distance between Hawaii and Okinawa
seemed unimaginably far.
Isolation and hardship
enveloped Ushi and the children as the winds of a forthcoming war between America and Japan swirled about.
NEXT: PART TWO,
“WAR TIME REUNION”
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Do You Ride The
Wave Of Peace
Or Anguish?
BY Kellyna Campbell

W

e live in
times
of
great uncertainty. It is
of utmost importance to find
a steady practice and loving
support network to carry
you through these challenging times. The personal
choice of peace or anguish
is ours to make. Which lifestyle do you choose to carry
you through the constant
flux and changing currents
within and all around us? We
need each other and we need
to surround ourselves with
a loving embrace of people,
activities, and daily practice
that sustains us through
these coming changes.
The peace wave can be
found by taking responsibility for our lives. It is easy
to blame another person or
situation when things do
not go our way. We cannot
change the other person, we
can only change ourselves
and how we deal with the
situation. Allow peace to
become your centerline. If
you feel angry about something, feel it and let it go.
Holding onto anger will
only make it worse. As Pema
Chodron, Buddist teacher,
author, nun, and mother
talks about in the Shenpa
Syndrome, if you scratch
and pick at a thought, it will
bleed, just as if you were
to scratch and pick at your
skin. The more you scratch
it, the worse it will get. Pema
says, “Learning to recognize

Reserve your ad
for May
by calling 775-0033
or email us at

theparadisepost@aol.com

shenpa teaches us the meaning of not being attached to
this world… being hooked
by what we associate with
comfort. All we're trying to
do is not to feel our uneasiness. But when we do this we
never get to the root of practice. The root is experiencing
the itch as well as the urge to
scratch, and then not acting
it out.”- See more at: http://
www.awakin.org/read/view.
php
Another life practice is
to watch your life as a movie
and become the observer.
Detachment allows you
to have a pleasant journey
through life. If you feel uncertain or uptight, breathe
love and peace into your
body or focus on something
that calms you down and returns you to inner stillness.
Watch the drama and do not
get caught in the web of it.
Go for a walk and breathe in
some fresh air or jump in the
ocean, and clease your body.
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SPIRITUAL HEALING
Every moment spend in anguish is that precious time
you are not at peace.
Everyone is responsible
for their own actions. If
someone does harm to you,
it is their stuff. Do not take
it on. Allow that person to
be right where he/she is. It
is your choice as to how you
want to deal with the trigger
it touched inside of you. Let
us remember to keep it simple and not delve into what
may or may not be going on
for another.
Bring color into your
daily practice. If you need to
cool down, wear some soft
blue tones. When you are
in need of energy, orange or
yellow are great colors. And
when you need passion and/
or power, bring some red
into your life. If you are in a
sticky siutation it may be appropriate to focus on purple
and see this transformative
color shift the energy as a
purple wave of transformation. Additionally, I like to
Include an array of color in
my diet to nourish all organs
and bodily functions with
the necessary nutrients we
can receive from fresh organic food.
It is important to keep
yourself and your loved ones
protected. Keep protection
around your home, family, car and workplace at all
times.
Visualize a protective
color in your meditation,
and fill the space, of all that
is important to you, with
this color. Do this practice
on a daily basis and allow
your shield of protection to

build up around you. Keep
yourself grounded and connected to Source so you are
not so effected by the flux
of the planet. Let each of us
ride the wave of peace and

create a beautiful world together.
Kellyna is a licensed minister and healer. For more information please go to www.
livelove2day.
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MYSTIC TRAVELER

Spiral Dance

R

BY Diana Fairbank

ecently,
while
talking
with
my close friend,
Wendee, we realized that throughout our
childhoods’ and leading up
to when we both moved to
the Seattle area as adults
over 20 years ago, we had
crisscrossed and overlapped
across the country with
shared times in Wisconsin,
Virginia, Colorado and California. It seems like we were
both sparks, leaving interweaving trails of mutual vibrational landing zones, and
similar geo-centric frames of
reference growing up.
I’ve written before of the
astounding shared school
experience with my love,
Frank, that we discovered
within minutes of meeting
that we had spent our kindergarten and first grade in
the same small private school
in Chicago, five years apart.
We are also both from twotiered families, where our
fathers had first wives and
older children before marrying our mothers, and having
second families. His father
married two women named
Marjorie; my father married
two women named Barbara.
Frank and I overlapped living in Seattle in the same
neighborhood for a couple
of years while married to
other people, many years be-

fore we met. A few years before we met, Frank suddenly
decided to learn French
and visit France. My father
was born in France, and
I’ve been speaking French
my whole life, studied it all
through school, and lived in
Paris for a year at age 22. We
went on the best trip of my
life to Paris and Brittany in
2013. We go back and forth
between speaking and writing in French and English,
because it’s so much fun.
And, we are both interested in metaphysics, which
led to our meeting at a spiritual center film night. But
Frank remarked that we had
been vibrationally approaching and preparing for our
moment of meeting, doing
a spiral dance towards each
other, and it would have
happened some other way, if
not the way it did. It is clear

Dr. David Maysonet
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to us that our union was a
pre-arranged re-union, and
the glorious gift of it ever
since has been the adventure
in discovering, or rather remembering more and more
about what is the purpose of
our joining together for our
soul growth.
The imagery of the spiral is so powerful to me, and
I can really feel the way the
energies swirl and co-mingle.
When Wendee and I realized the extent of our shared
geographical journeys to being integral to each other’s
lives for the last few years,
it seems like part of some
perfect pattern and confirmation of the existence of an
energetic symphony of support which is
how we draw those who
best vibrationally match our
needs and those deserving of
our gifts.
Frank and I saw another spiritually-oriented film
recently called, The Power
of the Heart by Baptist de
Pape, based on his book of
the same name. It has interviews with many wonderful
writers, teachers and thinkers, including Paulo Coelho,
Isabel Allende, & Mark Nepo.
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Story
Short
Continued from pg. 12

really being a kupuna. But –
And that’s a good thing
for you.
And that’s a –
That’s a –
– really good thing.
You know, that is a
mark of respect, too.
Yeah; yeah. I just I do
have a rule, though, and it’s,
Don’t call me Uncle. Which
is my email address, don’t
call me uncle.
[chuckle]
Unless we’re actually related; and if we are related,
you gotta mention some
names in the family line that
I have to recognize. Otherwise, just call me Robert.
You know. And I’ve gone
through the gamut of people
calling me Bobby from when
I was a kid; Bobby and Bob,
and god, I hate that.
Neva Rego calls you Roberto.
Oh, well; yeah.
You don’t correct her.
The voice coach you go to.
Oh, no; she can call
me Roberto for the rest of
my life. That’s fine. But the
Bobby one makes me a little
queasy. But then you know
which part of my life they’re
from. You know. And –
Do you tell people, Call
me Robert? I mean, just –
Yes; I do.
– straight out?
Yeah. Hi, Uncle. No;
just call me Robert. And
you know, you know for Hawaiians, that’s a hard thing,
because part of the respect
is that you call each other
Uncle and Auntie. But I just
tell them, like, Don’t –
That’s because –
Don’t put any kind –
– you don’t see yourself
as Uncle?
It’s because, you know,
when you’re in the entertainment business, there is
no such thing as age. Once
you get out of high school,
we’re all the same age. That’s
what I say. So, don’t call me
Uncle. And don’t call me
Auntie, either.
[chuckle] What’s your

middle name?
My middle name is
Uluwehionapuaikawekiuokalani.
Which means?
Which means the verdant – the abundance of
flowers at the summit of the
sky. And my mother was
pregnant, and she didn’t
know she was, and my aunt,
my Auntie Mary Sing who
lives in Kalaupapa – that’s
a whole ‘nother story – she
called my mom and said,
You know you’re gonna,
you’re pregnant. And my
mother said, No, I’m not.
And she said, You’re pregnant; and my mother said,
No, I’m not. And she said,
Just listen to me; you’re pregnant, here’s the name of the
child. So she gave my mother my name.
And she’s calling from
the Hansen’s Disease settlement at Kalaupapa.
Yes; she is. So my mother said, Okay. But because
of the flowers in the name,
o napua, she thought that
I was gonna be a girl. Well,
anyway; so but I got the
name, anyway. And so yeah;
sure enough, she was pregnant. She didn’t know it, but
she found out from my aunt.
And I’ve had that name ever
since.
Do you think you live up
to the name?
Oh, I hope so; I hope so.
Because the funny thing is,
as I graduated kids from my
school to their own schools,
they’ve taken parts of the
name.
Oh.
And they have it in
their school. My niece is my
namesake, and she has the
same name. And then one of
my dancers asked if he could
name his son after me. And
I said, Yeah; except take out
the o napua, take the flowers
part out. So this boy, Uluwehiikawekiokalani, is one
of the newest members in
halau now. He’s dancing in
the school. That’s the kinda
Continued on page 16
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Continued from pg. 15

stuff just blows my mind.
I’m just so glad I’m seeing
it all happen. You know. It’s
really cool.
Sometimes you look
back at your life, and you
go, Wow, if only this hadn’t
happened, where would I be.
Yes.
Was there any one of
those moments for you?
Yeah. Would have been
my seventh grade; if I didn’t
go to Kamehameha, that
would have been very different. I think that – because
if not, I would have gone
to Farrington. And for all I
know, I could have ended up
being a drag queen.
M-m.
Just scary, you know.
For me. Another thing is
that you know, I constantly
worry about my voice, and
in December I have a tendency to catch colds, in December. So I try and be really careful about that. And
one year, it got really bad,
and I lost my voice. And we
were doing three concerts
with the Honolulu Symphony. And I did a concert
every night, without a voice.
I talked my way through
the whole thing. And thank
God that the people were receptive. Because it was one
of the best concerts, ever. So,

and then I have to tell you
about one other time. Roland and I were performing
at the Holiday Inn in San
Francisco, near the business
district. And we were doing
the show; it was Christmastime, and the whole electricity, within like about eight,
ten blocks, went out. And
the management said, You
know, we need to cancel the
show. And the people said,
No, don’t cancel the show.
So they brought out this
flashlight, a real big one, like
this. And they stood at the
back of the room, and they
put the flashlight on, and we
played the show. And we did
like –what would you call
that? Like well, unplugged
concert. It was one of the
most beautiful shows in my
life; it was just great. So you
know, glad we did something that at first we weren’t
gonna do.
What do you see as the
future of your singing career?
You know, it’s kind of
difficult for me to think of
a future, as far as I’m concerned. Because I just made
– well, I’m telling everybody
I’m 62, but I’m not. It’s just
that they say to me, Wow,
you look really good for 62.
[chuckle]
First air date 4/29/08.
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DOG STORY
Hawai’i’s Dog Whisperer
BY Carl Oguss

Big Ego, Little Dog

A

Part Two

loha readers!
Last month
we dealt with a little dog with a Napoleon complex, ”Mr. Pitts”,
who weighs in at under 6
pounds, but packs in a ton of
attitude. Whenever he sees
a person he doesn’t like or
isn’t sure of, or when he sees
any other type of animal, he
barks like crazy, growls like
he’s possessed, etc.
I explained that Mr.
Pitts and other small dogs
like him are not delusional
regarding their ability to
“win” a fight with a larger
animal; rather, they are displaying defensive aggression
in their body language to let
others know that they are
dangerous to mess with.
The logic of the display
is not “I think I can beat
you.” but “You can probably kill me, but I’ll rip your
eyes out while you are doing
it!” The goal is not to win a
fight, but to “win” the confrontation by motivating the
other animal to back down.
I explained that the real
problem here was not the
displays of defensive aggression themselves; these are
mere symptoms of an underlying quality of life problem
of insecurity---it’s not always
easy being a small dog in a
big world.
Therefore, the answer is
to remove the insecurity Mr.
Pitts is feeling, and then to
create a rule that those displays of defensive aggression
are no longer allowed.
So first, how do we help
an insecure dog become secure?
First, we exercise the

dog thoroughly. Most dogs
need more exercise than they
get, and their pent-up energy
makes them very excitable. I
find that a long swim is the
best exercise for highly energetic dogs, but running or
biking with them also works
well.
Second, we want to expose the dog to all of the
things that it gets overly
excited about, in this case,
other animals and some people. The key here is to vary
the distance from the exciting beings so that your dog
is able to notice them, but
far enough away that they
are not yet something to respond to.
If the dog can remain
calm at a certain distance
and does not fixate on the
stimulus, it’s time to move
in a little closer.
Whenever the dog does
start to respond to the exciting being or object with
anything more than mild
attention, we have to respond by becoming “scary
Mommy” or “scary Daddy”;
i.e., by showing with our
body language that this behavior makes us very angry
and willing to punish the offender if it continues.
This is the language of
the credible threat, and is
the only way dogs and most
other animals say “No!”
We are bluffing in our
threats, because we never
need to actually hurt or
harm our dogs, but our behavior must indicate our
readiness to do so, or else
we will have failed to communicate a prohibition our
dogs have any chance of un-

derstanding.
Dogs do not “get” subtle
warnings or lengthy explanations in human languages
about why they should do
as we demand, and it is the
misguided though well-intentioned use of these techniques that creates so much
canine-human frustration.
It is our job as the parents
in this relationship to better
learn how to communicate;
our dogs are already masters
at it.
The effect of this combination of exercise, exposure,
and prohibition will allow
Mr. Pitts to learn that his
defensive aggression is unneeded and unwelcome, and
he will practice avoidance of
the behavior to avoid your
“scary Mommy” response.
Mother dogs are our role
model, here. They are excellent bluffers with their puppies, and it works amazingly
well.
Please keep your questions and comments coming. My free classes in the
park on Sundays will be
postponed until mid-April
due to a scheduling conflict
with my visitation dog training class.
Starting again in April,
everyone is invited to join
us for our weekly free social
gathering for dogs and dog
training problem solving
session, from 2 PM to 4 PM
in Queen Liliuokalani Park,
Hilo.
Aloha,
Dr. Carl F. Oguss
easthawaiidogpsychologycenter@yahoo.com
PO Box 11430
Hilo HI 96721
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U
Easter Celebration
E
BY Chef Katherine Louie

aster is perhaps
C h r i s t i a n i t y ’s
most significant
holiday.
Easter
is a season of the Christian
church year, as opposed to a
single-day celebration. Lent,
a forty day period, is a time
of reflection and atonement
which represents the 40 days
that Jesus spent alone in the
wilderness before starting
his ministry. The day before
Lent, known as Mardi Gras
or Fat Tuesday, is the last
celebration of food and festivities before the fasting begins. Holy Week is the week
prior to Easter and includes
Maundy Thursday, which
remembers Jesus’ last supper with his disciples. Good
Friday honors the day of Jesus’ crucifixion; and Holy
Saturday, which focuses on
the transition between the
crucifixion and resurrection.
The 50-day period following Easter Sunday is called
Eastertide and includes a
celebration of Jesus’ ascent
to heaven.
In the history of Easter,
Christian and pagan traditions are enchantingly interwoven in our practice of
modern traditions of Easter
celebration. Christian Easter celebrates Jesus Christ's
resurrection from the dead
following his death on Good
Friday. Jesus’ resurrection
coincides with the pagan
celebration of the arrival of
spring, light and the emergence of new life.
Easter feast meat often
served is ham, traditionally
associated with Christianity. Some historians suggest
that ham is served at Easter
because it is a "Christian"
meat, because consuming
pork is forbidden by Judaism and Islam religious laws.

The consumption of ham
also originated probably in
the early practices of the pagans of Northern Europe.
During the previous autumn
Blood Moon celebrations,
the northern European
would slaughtered and preserved the meat of their farm
animals in preparations for
food throughout the winter
months. By spring, they
would celebrate the occasion
by using up the last of the remaining cured meats. With
the arrival of spring with
its resurfacing of plants and
wildlife with fresh food in
abundance, it was traditional for many pagans to begin
fasting at the time of the vernal equinox (Spring), clearing the "poisons" and excess
weight accumulated by the
heavier winter meals that the
bodied had been stored over
the winter. This fasting has
significant resemblance of
"giving up" foods during the
Lent season.
Some ancient cultures
believed and still practiced
in some modern cultures, by
consuming something, we
can take on its characteristics. The Christian ritual of
communion represents the
body of Christ. Chocolate
Easter bunnies and eggs,
marshmallow chicks in pastel colors, and candy of all
sorts, most of which are given out as personalized gifts

in Easter baskets. during
Easter, have pagan origins
also. Shaping candy Easter eggs and bunnies to celebrate the spring festival was
a way to celebrate the symbols of the goddess, while
embracing to their symbolic
strengths of vitality, growth,
and fertility.
The resurrection of life,
Easter eggs, the Easter bunny, and the celebration of
spring, all serve to remind us
of that Easter represents the
cycle of life, renewal and the
need for restoration in our
modern lives.
For your Easter Sunday
celebration feast, for the
main course, try interweaving a little of tradition with
this recipe for baked ham
with pineapple.
Easter Sunday Baked Ham
with Pineapple
Ingredients
1 spiral-sliced half ham
1 20 -ounce can pineapple slices, juice reserved
- or a fresh pineapple,
cleaned & cored and reserving excess juices (may use
pineapple juice for glaze)
15 to 20 whole cloves
(optional)
1 small jar maraschino
cherries
3/4 cup packed light
brown sugar
1 teaspoon Cinnamon
2 tablespoons honey dijon mustard
Directions
Preheat the oven as directed, and follow the instructions for baking the
ham. Remove the ham from
the oven about 30 minutes
before the end of the warming time to apply pineapple
and glaze.
Please contact me at chefkatherine@outrageousgourmet.com 808-989-7287

hane Pohaku Na Moku O Hawaii, Inc. is a
new non-profit here on Hawaii Island. Started
in 2009 on the island of Lanai by Kumu Hula
Debbie Ryder to host the annual Ho'okupu Cultural and Hula Festival, an event that preserves, promotes
and perpetuates the traditions of cultural dances and crafts.
In February of 2014, Debbie and her husband Kawehi,
moved to the Big Island and settled in the quaint town of
Pahala in Ka'u. There they hosted the first annual Ho'okupu
Hula No Ka'u Cultural Festival in October at the Plantation
House in Pahala. The second annual event will be held this
year on October 2 and 3, again at the Plantatioin House in
Pahala.
Kawehi and Debbie have a passion for wanting to share
all they have learned of their traditional Hawaiian culture
and traditons and passing that lifestyle on to our opio. Uhane
has been serving and engaging youth and community members in cultural restoration and preservation of our natural
resources for many years, and now here on the Big Island.
Uhane also emphasizes Hawaiian values which interconnect
the social, cultural, economic, physical, emotional and educational domains to have an impact on all generations' capacity to develop the knowledge, skills, and behaviors necessary
to succeed in living a high quality of life. The goal of this
agency is to have our youth and elders (kupuna) join together
to pass on a few of their ways for living a healthier lifestyle.
One way to accomplish this goal is to integrate our mamaki
ice tea as its key native product. Mamaki ice tea will be sold
at our booth at the Hawaii Arts, Crafts & Food Festival at
Sangha Hall. We offer the "bridging" of traditinal healthy
lifestyles of the past with the present and the future.
Uhane is an outdoor environmental experience with
hands on learning experiences for the youth that we work
with. Uhane is located in Pahala, but travels the island serving various youth agencies. The ahupua'a concept is what is
taught to these youth. In Pahala, the youth learn the various
types of lo'i and plant taro. They have made poi boards and
pounded poi. The Palehua farm in Pahala is home to their
mamaki tea farm where the youth learn to plant, prune, harvest and dry the mamaki tea leaves. During this process they
also learn the health benefits of the mamaki plant. By learning, the youth share this information with family and community. The goal of Uhane is to create a sustainable environment for our families and community. Raising our youth in
the traditional Hawaiian village concept is something Uhane
is striving to embrace. From mauka to makai, the youth are
thought to appreciate the Hawaiian culture by learning how
to protect, maintain and restore cultural sites as well as learn
the Hawaiian values, language and practices.
Come see us at the Sangha Hall, April 9,10 and 11 from
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
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“And you will know exactly who
you are, forever, by knowing
what it is that you love.”
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OLD PLANTATION DAYS

Kalakaua Signature: By 1890 the Palapala's were more formal and pre-printed, but the penmanship was no less beautiful. In this Palapala, Kalakaua signs as "REX"
or Latin for King. The minister of the interior was Lorrin Thurston.

Voted Best Alternative

OPEN

7am-9pm

DAILY
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner

Thursday Nights
Prime Rib Dinner $16.95
2012 Health Provider

15-2872 Government Main Road
Pahoa • 808-965-1177
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AS ABOVE SO BELOW
What’s Going On Up There?
BY Carol Barbeau

Happy Birthday Aries
and Taurus Sun Signs

W

e l c o m e
to
Aries: Spirng;s
theme is always birth and resurrection.
What do you want to
birth or resurrect?
KEYWORDS for now
are aggressive, straightforward and Adventuresome
from March 20th as the sun
entered ARIES we entered
the Vernal equinox and a
time of FIRE.. Spring, the
sun and LIGHT: On the
20th we had the first of 2
Eclipses, that one has been
NEW MOON SOLAR
ECLIPSE bringing things in
and right before the sun entered ARIES the eclipse happened at 29 PISCES, the last
degree and a very special energy began happening about

dreaming our reality, imagination and perhaps for some
of us people, ideas, processes
from the past coming into
the present?
The 2nd part of this
magic is April 4 Full Moon
Releasing energy in ARIES
and LIBRA, who still belongs in your life is the question over the next 2 weeks,
we are in a recycle energy
and now have the ability
to think of self (Aries) or
others (Libra) who wins,
why the choices we make of
course.
The Magical Theme of
March and APRIL is Youthful energy and adventure:
and THE TAROT CARD
THE FOOL rules this time
astrologically..
It may be time for you

to, PLANT a rowan tree by
your door that only GOOD
and peace may enter:
USE THE HERBS and
oils of LEMON and TANGERINE FOR JOY and
how about putting LAVENDER Candles in the window to welcome all wonderful things to your life?
The colors of April are
all forms of RED, which is
the color of passion, and new
beginnings; Red carries unbelievable power if you wear
it, or even visualize it.
Stones Sacred to April
are Fire Opal, Bloodstone,
and Golden citrine.
MARCH was about believing, trusting and manifesting Now APRIL IS THE
TIME OF OPENIN.
Last month We had
that PISCES eclipse and
Aries and Libra this month
so we will all notice this en-
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ergy of dreams and visions
(Pisces) and Me (Aries) and
them (Libra) very strong
until the September eclipses
happen for us and since they
are in Virgo and Aries and
Libra an new energy begins
which we shall talk about
next month.
A FULL moon LUNAR
Eclipse on the 4th in Aries
(Self) and Libra (partnerships) set the stage for us all
to be working more than
normal on relationships.
Full moons are about letting go so use this time to let
go of old ways of being and
make space for those better
relationships coming at the
New moon which will give
you the courage to go forward and maybe get out and
about a bit more?
A new moon on the 18th
in the sign of Aries brings
much more Power and passion into our lives over the
next 2 weeks.
All new
moons are seeding points or
wish times until the next full
moon, and create a new energy if you wish to use them
productively. NEW moons
are times of Increase so get
ready for new things.
The sun into Earthy
Taurus on the 20th further increases our need to
HAVE, that which is OUR
OWN. Earth is always
about building and in this
material world we cannot

ignore Possession or owning
things, people, emotions,
events, will seem much more
important than last month.
For me, I always remember
what we possess that lasts
forever are not material
things, but inner strength,
courage, compassion, understanding, learning, love and
who we are daily becoming
isn’t it?
The theme of this Spring
for us all is not only growth
out in the world, but personal growth and also the theme
at this time is GROWTH in
a good way for the planet.
I wish you Blessings,
peace, and abundance in all
good things in this time of
Growth of April 2015 and
please remember, this time is
much about ….. CHANGING your routine and recognizing if an thought, idea,
vision, plan, action did not
work last time, perhaps it is
time for us all to come from
a NEW direction. Isn't
there that saying? doing the
same thing in the same way
and expecting a different
outcome is insanity:
Carol Barbeau is a professional astrologer who teaches and works in the Seattle
Washington Area. You may
contact her for more information by e mailing her at carolastro@carolbarbeau.com or
going to her website at http://
www.carolbarbeau.com

Waimea Self Storage
Storage Spaces Available
From 5‘ x 5‘ to 10‘ x 25‘
Across from Waimea Airport
CALL NOW

887-0466

margaret Caravalho
Manager
P.o. Box 6165 Kamuela, Hi 96743

GALLERY OF
GREAT THINGS
Art of Hawaii & the Pacific
(808) 885-7706
Parker Square • Kamuela (Waimea)
www.GalleryofGreatThingsHawaii.com

Over 200 of Hawaii's
finest artists and
crafts people

ė

HIA‘AI KO HILO I NA MAKAMAKA KIPA MAI!
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We’re delighted to welcome our family, friends, and visitors to the Merrie Monarch Festival.
Mahalo for sho pping at KTA Su per Stores, an island tradition since 1916!
PUAINAKO - HILO
50 E. Puainako St.• 959-9111
Daily 5:30am - midnight
KEAWE - HILO
321 Keawe St.• 935-3751
Mon.-Sat. 7am - 9pm
Sunday 7am - 7pm
You’re someone special every day at KTA!

Also in Waimea
Kailua-Kona & Keauhou

- - me keia
- la
- ma KTA!
He mea nui ‘oe i kela

E kipa mai!
Visit KTA Super Stores for
all your grocery needs,
including our exclusive,
locally made
Mountain Apple Brand
products and other tasty
local favorites for friends
and family back home!

www.ktasuperstores.com

New Shipment!

MANGO & TEAK

ALL WOOD FURNITURE

935-4043

40 Wiwoole Street Hilo, Hawaii
www.paradiseplantshilo.com

&
ALL-WEATHER WICKER
PLUS RATTAN

*Actual items may vary by style

Hamakua comes to Hawaiian Paradise Park
The Hawaiian Islands are each unique
and Mary knows them.
Mary can tell you which ones are quiet at night, where the high water
mark is, where lava is less likely to flow, and where roosters
sleep in an extra half-hour.
Amazing! Seller oversaw every detail of creation, construction and development.
Designed by world recognized Green architect Peter Pfeiffer. This sale
includes 3 TMK’s 3-1-5-52, 53 & 54 will all be conveyed in one transaction.
Home and swimming pool are built entirely on parcel 53, you will have
the bonus of a buffer parcel on each side of your home. You decide
whether you are going to have neighbors or not or keep
buffers for investment. $799,000 Fee Simple
www.MaryBegier.com

101 Aupuni Street • Suite 315 • Hilo, HI 96720

1188 Bishop Street • Suite 3412 • Honolulu, HI 96813

mary@marybegier.com

HILO (808) 935-0737

OAHU (808) 733-5562

TOLL-FREE (800) 728-8555

